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1. Introduction 
The most natural framework for studying time-dependent mechanical systems is a fibered 
manifoldn : E + IW(see[3,7,8,9,10,14,16,18,19,20,21,28,29,30,31,33,34,35,36,39,40] 
and the references therein). Thus, the Ehresmann formalism of jets may be widely used. In fact, 
E is the configuration manifold and the l-jet manifold J ‘rr of l-jets of local sections of n is the 
space of evolution. The Lagrangian function will be a function defined on the evolution space, 
namely L : J’n + IR. The Euler-Lagrange equations are obtained from the integral sections 
of a second order jet field, i.e., a section of the fibered manifold x2,, : J2n + J’n. Since the 
base manifold of rr is the real line R we can view J’n and J2n as embedded submanifolds 
of T E and T J’n, respectively. Hence a second order jet field may be viewed as a genuine 
vector field (a SODE) on J’n satisfying some conditions. In fact, the evolution space possesses 
some geometrical structures which permit us to derive the motion equations by a coordinate free 
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procedure. This geometrical structure is a generalization of the canonical almost tangent structure 
J on the tangent bundle T Q of a differentiable manifold Q. Let us recall that, when n : E + IR 
is the trivial fibration pr, : IR x Q += W, we have the canonical identifications J’ pri 2 Iw x T Q 
and J2 pr, Z Iw x T2 Q. There exists a canonical tensor field of type (1,l) on IR x T Q given by 
j = J - C @I dt, where C is the Liouville vector field on T Q and t is the canonical coordinate in 
Iw. Saunders [36] has extended this construction to a general case when ;n : E + M is a fibered 
manifold over an orientable m-dimensional manifold M. If 52 is a volume form on M then there 
exists a tensor field So of type (1, m) on J ‘n. In our case, M = IR and Q = dt, so that we obtain 
a tensor field of type (1 ,l) &. If rc : E + IR is the trivial fibration pr, : IR x Q + W we have 
J = &,. 
We also define a canonical l-form on J’n by q = rr[(dt), where rrt : J’JT + R is the 
canonical projection. Now, a second order jet field is a vector field 6 on J’rr such that S& = 0 
and ic q = 1. We construct from L a 2-form a L = -&L, 0~ = Lq + (&)*(dL). If the 
Lagrangian L is regular, the pair (no, n) is a cosymplectic structure and we can write the motion 
equations in an algebraic way: 
icS2L = 0, itq = 1. (1) 
In this paper, regularity is understood in the usual sense of the regularity of the Hessian matrix 
of L with respect to the velocities. Notice that there exists a more general notion of regularity in 
the recent geometrical approach based in Lepagean forms by 0. Krupkova [ l&19,20,2 l] (see 
also [ 171). For Lagrangian systems of order 1, both definitions coincide. 
If L is regular, the equations (1) have a unique solution {L, named the Euler-Lagrange vector 
field which is a second order jet field. If L is singular, (no, dq) is no longer cosymplectic and the 
equations (1) have no solution in general, and even if it exists it will not be unique nor a second 
order jet field. The aim of this paper is to extend the Gotay and Nester algorithm for autonomous 
Lagrangians L : T Q + IR [ 11,12,13,29,38] to singular Lagrangians L : J’n + JR. For the 
case E = lR x Q the Gotay and Nester algorithm was extended by Chinea, de Leon and Marrero 
[5,6]. These algorithms globalize the so-called Dirac-Bergmann formalism (see [ 1 l] for a large 
discussion on this subject). 
By using the motion equations (1) we develop a constraint algorithm which produces a sequence 
of submanifolds of J’rr. If the algorithm stabilizes in some final constraint submanifold Pf, then 
there exists a vector field X on Pf which is a solution of (1): 
ixS2L = 0, ixq = 1 on Pf. 
We remark that the algorithm developed in this paper is based on the assumption that all 
constructed constraint spaces are submanifolds of J’n. Recently, for the case E = IR x Q, 
0. Krupkova [21] has developed a constraint algorithm for the equations (1) which generalizes 
the algorithm in [5,6] and such that the constraint spaces are not generally submanifolds of 
J’rt = Iw x TQ. It is clear that stronger conditions permit to obtain true submanifolds and 
vector fields defining the dynamics, On the other hand, our assumptions yield a well-behaved 
Hamiltonian picture. In the approach of [21], the phase space is related with the Lepagean form, 
not with the Lagrangian function, and, therefore, one obtains the same phase spaces for both 
descriptions. 
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We also consider the second order jet field problem. In fact, under some hypotheses of almost 
regularity it is possible to find a submanifold S of Pj and a vector field X on S such that 
ixC2L = 0, ixr] = 1, &X = 0 on S. 
Hence, the integral sections of X are, in fact, solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations. 
We also study the equivalence problem and prove that there exists a Hamiltonian counterpart 
of almost regular Lagrangians which is equivalent o the Lagrangian formulation. This result is 
obtained by means of the Legendre transformation. Let us recall that there exists a well-defined 
phase space of momenta (see Cariiiena, Crampin and Ibort [2]). 
Finally, an application to affine Lagrangians is given (for the case E = JR x Q a lot of examples 
were studied in [6]). 
The paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we recall some definitions and results 
about the jet formalism for Lagrangian systems. The constraint algorithm is described in Section 
4. Firstly, we consider the case of degenerate Lagrangians admitting a global dynamics and next 
the general case. The equivalence problem for almost regular Lagrangians is also studied in this 
section. Section 5 is devoted to study the second order jet field problem. To end the paper we 
apply our results to the case of affine Lagrangians on the velocities (see C. Lopez et al. [32,4] for 
the autonomous case and de Leon et al [23,24,5] for the case E = Iw x Q). 
The notations of Saunders [36] and Cariiiena et al [2] will be widely used along the paper. 
2. Jet formalism 
Let n : E + IR be a surjective submersion, where E is a (n + 1)-dimensional manifold. In 
other words, E is a fibered manifold over lR with projection rt . We will assume that IR is the time, 
and E is the configuration space. 
Denote by J’n the (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold of l-jets of local sections of rr. An element 
in J’n will be denoted by j:#, where t stands for the canonical coordinate on R. We have two 
canonical projections nl,u : J’r + E and nl : J’lr + R defined by nl,e(j:$) = 4(t) and 
nl ( jr1 4) = t, respectively. Hence rrr ,a and rrr are surjective submersions and, then, ~1 .a : J ‘IT + 
E and nl : J ‘n + IR are fibered manifolds. 
We take fibered coordinates (t, q”, qp), 1 < a! < IE, defined from some coordinate neighbor- 
hood U in E such that 
n(t, 49 = t, n1.0@7 q”, 4;) = (t.q% x10, qa? qfy) = t. 
The induced coordinate neighborhood in J’rr will be denoted by U’ (see Saunders [36] for more 
details). Notice that U ’ = ITS; (U). 
In fact, it can be shown that rri.0 is an affine bundle on E with associated vector bundle 
(n*(T*Ik)@V~7t, (t~ln.(~*~))~((t~I~n), E)wheret~isthecanonicalprojectiont~ : TE + E 
and Vn denotes the n-vertical bundle over E. 
There exists also a natural embedding 
1 : J’n + TE, jl+ * #(to>. 
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In local coordinates, this embedding is given by (t, qn, qp) w (t, qa; 1, 4:). Therefore, we can 
think in J1 n as a submanifold of T E. 
Some geometrical structures on J’sc . There exists a canonical (1, 1)-tensor field on J1rr which 
is defined as follows. If we take the l-form dt E A’R, we define the (1, 1)-tensor field &r E 
A1qO @ Vrr1~0 as 
(Sdr)j,b&(-!f) = dt v&4 v[(nl,~)$‘O)I (2) 
where to E IR, q5 is a local section of rc defined on an open neighborhood of to, 6 E Tjhd (J’ n) 
and v : T+,,,E + (Vn&,) is the first projection in the splitting of T@(,) E as T4cr,,j E = 
(Vn)b(,) $ @(T,lR). V is the vertical lifting defined in [36]. In local coordinates, 
This tensor field satisfies the following properties: 
- $, = 0, that is, Im & C ker &. 
- dimIm S& = it, in fact, Im & = V(nl,o). 
-dimker& = 12 + 1. 
- Im & is an involutive distribution. 
However, ker &, is not an involutive distribution, the Nijenhuis tensor of& does not vanish, 
and & cannot be understood as a G-structure. 
Remark 2.1. If E = IR x Q and rr = pr, : IR x Q + IR is the canonical projection, then 
&r = j = J - C @ dt, where J and C are the canonical almost tangent structure and Liouville 
vector field on T Q, respectively. 
Second-order jet fields. Denote by J2n the (3n + 1)-dimensional manifold of 2-jets of local 
sections of rr. We have canonical projections 
7~ : J2n -+ J’n, ~2,1(jf@) = ji4, 
TC~,~ : J2n + E, ~2,0(_&4 = 4Wy 
n2 : J2n + R, n2(jf@) = t, 
where jf@ denotes an arbitray element in J2n. 
We denote by (t , q”, qp, q;) the fibered coordinates on J2rr defined on the coordinate neigh- 
borhood U2 = 7r2yi (U). Then we obtain 
7t2,lVr qa, qp, &I = 0, qa, 411)Y 
n2,0@7 q”9 4;r7 4;) = @.q% 
x2@, q”, q;y, $1 = t. 
Again, there is an embedding 
j : J2n + T(J’n), .ii@ i+ (j’4>‘@0), (3) 
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where j’@ is the jet prolongation of $, i.e, (j’+)(t) = j/$. In local coordinates, j : 
(L qa3 4p1 &I * CL 45 qp; 1, q;y7 &)- Therefore, we can understand J 2x as a submanifold 01 
the tangent bundle T (J ‘n). 
It can be shown that (1*7t, ~2.1, J’n) is an affine bundle modelled on the vector bundle 
(Jr;(PT*R) 63 n;,@r>, (S2t* J,n lX;(~z~.~)) @ n;,,(t~Iv,), J’n), where S*T*R is the space 
of 2-covectors totally symmetric. 
Definition 2.1. A second orderjetfield r on z is a section of the affine bundle ( J2n, 7r2.1, J ‘n) , 
i.e., I- : J’n + J2n is a second-order jet field if and only if ~r2.1 o r = idJ1,. 
In local coordinates, asecond order jet field gives rise to a connection in the fibration J ’ n + IF?.: 
(4) 
Via the embedding j : J*n + T( J ‘n), every second order jet field r can be understood as a 
vector field on J’n, namely, j o r : J’n + T( J In) is a section of the tangent bundle of J ’ n. 
As a vector field, its local expression is: 
(5) 
A local section 4 of n is called an integral section of r if j’$ is an integral curve of the 
vector field r. If 4(t) = (f, 4”(t)), then + is an integral section of r if and only if it satisfies the 
following set of second order differential equations: 
We will call the vector field associated with a second order jet field a second order differential 
equation (SODE). It is clear that 6 E X( J ‘x) is a SODE if and only if S,& = 0 and i, q = 1, 
where q = n;(dr). We deduce that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between SODE’s 
and second order jet fields. From now on, we do not distinguish between a SODE and its associated 
second order jet field. 
3. Non-autonomous Lagrangian systems 
.3.1. The Cartan Z-form associated with a Lqrangianfunction 
Given a surjective submersion : E + R, aLagrangianfunctionisafunction L E Cbo(J’n), 
that is, L : J’n + IR. 
The PoincarkCartan l-form associated with L is defined by 
0~ = Lrl+ (&,>*@LL 
where (&)* denotes the adjoint operator. The Poincark-Cartun 2-form associated with L is 
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In local coordinates we obtain: 
0, = ar-, + Ldt, 
%I: 
a2L 
--WffA/\~-+ 
a2L 
a9,B af 
-d A dq,B, 
a9w& 
where CO@ = dq” - qp dt. Notice also that 
vAS2; = (-1)-n! det($)U,P =,,,,,, ft/\dq’/\. . .Adq”*dq,%. . ./\dq;. 
3.2. The Legendre map deBned by a Lugrangianfunction L 
In order to construct a Legendre map, we may use the theory of affine dual bundles as in [2] 
(see also [37]). This theory involves the affine bundle (J’n, ni.0, E), its extended dual bundle 
(ZDZn, u, E), and its dual bundle (J’n*, rrt,,, E). We will write ,u : t?Xrt + J1n* for the 
canonical projection from the extended dual to the dual, so that rFo o p = u. Let (t, @, p, p,) 
be the induced coordinates on Mn, and (t, q”, pa) be the corresponding coordinates on J*lt *. 
Let us recall that J’rr* is an affine bundle over E modelled on (Vn* @ n*(TlR), (tilvnt) @ 
(t~l~*(&, E). And, in this case, we can identify !JJk with T*E considered as an affine bundle. 
But ?J& will not be an affine line bundle (l-dimensional affine bundle) over J’n* in general. 
Now, the Legendre map is defined as follows. First at all, notice that, because we can take a 
canonical global l-form q = n;(dt), it is possible to simplify some constructions. In fact, we 
will identify Jirr* with V7t* considered as an affine bundle. 
Let L be a Lagrangian function on J’n . For each a E E, the fiber (J’n), is an affine space, and 
we will denote the restriction of L to this fiber by L,. If $6 is any point of J17t, with @(to) = a, 
the differential (L~(Q)$~ of L ,#,ct,,) at ji# gives a real-valued affine map on the fiber (J’lt)#(,, . It 
follows that this map is an element of the extended ual space (?Zkr),~,(,,, and the correspondence 
J17t + ?Dlr, ji@ w (L ~(&$I@ will be denoted by LegL, the extended Legendre map. Another 
equivalent definition is the following. If X E Z’@(,, E, 
[LegL(_$4)lW) = (~L>j~#(W 
where X E Tjh4(J’n) is such that (rrr,~)$~(l?) = X. It is clear that LegL is well-defined, 
because if we take another tangent vector X’_E Tjk4(J’n) such that (7tr,o)$~4(X’) = X, then 
X - X’ E V(nl,o)jkg and therefore (OL)jh$(X) = (O,)jh+(X’). 
The Legendre map is then the composition of Leg, and CL, that is, leg, = p o Leg, : J1r + 
Vrr*. Taking fibered coordinates (t, qa, qr), (t, qa, pa) and (t, q”; p, p@) on J’n, Vrc* and 
T* E, respectively, we have for Leg, 
kg,@, cf, q?) = 
( 
t, 4”; L - cq$$~) 
(r 1 1 
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and, since At, 4’“; p, pd = (t, qa, p,), then 
leg,@, qar 4:) = ( ff.$). t, 4 
We give now a list of properties: 
1. If 0~ is the canonical Liouville l-form on T * E, nE : T * E + E is the canonical projection 
and, ii1 E A’(T*E) is 5ji = (rr o nE)*(dt), then (Leg,)*(QE) = 0~ and (LegL)*({r) = r]. 
Therefore, if WE is the canonical symplectic structure on T* E, (LegL)*(wE) = a~. 
2. For any jl@ E J’rr, (rank leg,)i:,4 = IZ + 1 + rank [(WL)jh&], where WL is the matrix 
(W,) = _s- ( > wad . cd./3=1,...* 
It directly follows by regarding the jacobian matrix of leg, at $4 = (to, q:, (4f)o) given by 
1 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 1 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 
0 0 . . . 1 0 . . . 0 
a2L a2L a2L a2L a2L - . . . - - . . . ~ 
ataq; a4a4: aqnad adad 34; ad 
*. *. 
a2L a2L a2L a21 a2L . . . - 
ataq; 
- *.. ~ - 
a41a4; adfad ad ad aGad ) (ro.q:.(qp)o) 
3. For any ji@ E J’n, (rank LegL)j;,#, = 
matrix of Leg, is given by 
IZ + 1 + rank[(WL)j;,J. In fact, the jacobian 
1 
0 
0 0 . . . 0 
0 0 . . . 0 
0 
aEL 
at 
a2L 
ataq; 
a2L 
ataqy 
0 . . . 
aEL - .a. 
a41 
a2L - . . . 
adad 
*. 
a2L - .*. 
adad 
1 0 . . . 0 
aEL aEL aEL - . . . - 
hia 34: ac?; 
a2L a2L a2L - . . . - 
aqnaq: ad ad aqi ad 
. . 
a2L a21 a2L - . . . - 
aq*ad ad ad a8ad 
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where EL = L - qp aL/aqr. But it is easy to see that the (n + 2) row can be writen as linear 
combination of the 2n + 1 others. So (rank LegL)i;4 
4. For any ji4 E J’n, 
= (rank leg,)jk@ = n+l +rank [(WL)jk&]. 
i&9 
ker (leg,), = ker (Leg,)* ‘lb’ = (ker QL)jk+ II (Vnl,o)jh+. 
First of all, we notice that (rank legl)j;g = (rank LegL)j&$, hence dim[Im(legl>$“] = 
dim [Im(LegL)$‘#‘], and therefore dimker (leg&&l = dimper (Leg,)i:bbl. 
Now, because leg, = p o Leg,, then ker (Leg,&@ c ker (leg,@@, so it is clear that 
ker (leg&@ = ker (Leg&kb. 
Finally, using fibered coordinates (t, q”, 4:) and the local expressions of SZL and leg,, it is 
easy to prove that ker (leg,)$@ = (ker fiL)jk& fl (V~i,e)j~~. 
3.3. Non-autonomous regular Lagrangians 
Let n : E + II8 be a surjective submersion, with dim E = n + 1, and L E CM (J’n) a 
Lagrangian function. L is said to be regular if and only if for each canonical coordinate system 
(t, qa, 4:) on J’n, the Hessian matrix (a2L/aqpaq,B)n,B_1.,,,,~ is non-singular. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
i) L is regular. 
ii) The pair (QL, n), where q is the pull-back of dt, is a cosymplectic structure on J’n (for 
the definition and properties of cosymplectic manifolds see [29,5,6] and the references therein). 
iii) leg, : J’n + Vn* is a local diffeomorphism. 
iv) Leg, : J17t + T* E is an immersion. 
Remark 3.1. There exists an alternative notion of regularity studied by 0. Krupkova [lS, 19,20, 
211 in the framework of Lepagean forms (see also Krupka et al. [ 171). Define the Euler-Lagrange 
distribution A by 
x E J’rr w A(x) = iv E G(J’n) I Wh,(~))(~) = 0, Vu E (V~lLl. 
We notice that a distribution is here considered in the general sense, i.e., the dimension T(X) of 
the subspace A(x) of the tangent space at n is not necessarily constant. Now, L is regular if A 
has constant rank equal to 1. This definition coincides with the usual one for the case of order 1, 
but it is more general for order bigger than 1. 
If L is a regular Lagrangian function, then there exists an unique vector field 6~ on J’n (the 
Reeb vector field) satisfying the conditions 
icLS2L = 0, ic,rj = 1. (6) 
It is easy to show that 6~ is a SODE. We recall [36] that the integral sections of er. are just the 
extremals of L (and therefore solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations) if and only if i& SZL = 0, 
where & is the connection in the fibration x1 : f ‘n + R associated with CL. But this is equivalent 
to the condition q A (&QL) = 0. Therefore, the integral sections of 6~ are the solutions of the 
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Euler-Lagrange equations, whose local expression is: 
d aL aL =. 
c-1 
-- 9 
dt aqp ag 
Va = 1, . . . , n. 
We recall that if L is regular, the extended Legendre map is a local embedding of J’n into 
2?JIn as a codimension 1 submanifold, which is transverse to the fibers of the submersion p : 
?lJln + J’n*. 
The Lagrangian function L is said to be hyperregular if the Legendre map is a global diffeo- 
morphism. In such a case, Leg, : J ’ n + T* E is injective, and therefore it is easy to show that 
fi, = Leg,(J’n) is an embedded submanifold of T’E with embedding j : A?1 -+ T*E. 
Denote by ~1 the restriction of I_L to fir, i.e., ~1 = JL o j : il?l + Vn*. We deduce that ~1 is 
a diffeomorphism and its inverse is hr = 1;’ = Leg, o(legL)-‘, where Leg, is the restriction of 
Leg, to its image, namely Leg, = j 0 Leg,. We also obtain a section of p : ?JJh + J1r* by 
defining h = j o h 1, or equivalently, h = Leg, o leg,‘. 
We obtain the following commutative diagram: 
Using this diagram, it is easy to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. i) Leg, : J’rr + kl is a diffeomorphism. 
ii) If ~3, = h;(j*(&)), S&, = -de, = hr(j*(wE)) and ~1 = h;(j*(ijl)), then 
(h?l, j*(w,), j*(ijl)) and (VTC*, Q,, ql) are cosymplectic manifolds, and the maps Leg,, ~1 
and leg, are cosymplectomorphisms. 
The latter result is a direct consequence of Leg;(j*(wE)) = !2~,, Leg;(j*(fr)) = rl, 
legr(C&) = S22r. and leg*,(qr) = T,J. 
Now, we recall that a section 4 of J’n* is said to satisfy the Hamilton equations for a given 
Hamiltonian h if 
#*(iXSW = 0, (7) 
for all vector fields X on J’lt*. Since the pair (C&, ~1) is a cosymplectic structure on J’n* 
there exists a unique vector field Xh on J’n* which verifies ix,!& = 0, ix,ql = 1. The vector 
field Xh is called a Hamiltonian vector field. An integral curve 4 of Xh is a section of J’n* and 
qb*(ixS&) = 0 for all vector fields X on J1r*. 
Therefore, if L is a hyperregular Lagrangian function, we can choose h such that h o leg, = 
Leg,, and both formulations, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian ones, are equivalent. If we write 
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P= -H (t, qb, pp), p,), then the integral curves of Xh satisfy the 
dp, aH 
-, 27 apa dt=-aq”’ 
4. Non-autonomous degenerate Lagrangian systems 
Given a surjective submersion n : E + IR, and a Lagrangian function L E Coo(J1n), in 
general C22L will not be of maximal rank, that is, the pair (a~, n) will not be a cosymplectic 
structure. Therefore, in these cases, there will not exist in general a vector field tr. E 3Z(J’n) 
such that it, RL = 0, it, Q = 1. In fact, this will be the normal situation when (a~, q) does not 
define a precosymplectic structure. 
However, if there exists a vector field satisfying the dynamical equations, this vector field will 
not be unique, and it is possible that it will not be associated with a second order jet field. In 
Section 4.1 we will give the general ines to study the reduction of the dynamics when there exists 
a global, but non unique dynamics. For the case when there does not exist a global dynamics [ 11, 
we will develop the constraint algorithm (Section 4.2) and establish the equivalence theorem. The 
second order jet field condition will be studied, because of its importance, in the next section. 
4.1. Degenerate Lagrangian systems which admit a global dynamics 
First, we recall the definition of a particular type of Lagrangians which admit a global dynamics. 
These Lagrangians have been studied in [ 1,28,15] in the autonomous and non-autonomous trivial 
case E = II% x Q. 
A distribution D on J’rr is said to be weakly horizontal at a point x if there exists a non-nl- 
vertical vector at x belonging to D. If the distribution D is weakly horizontal at each point it will 
be called weakly horizontal [20]. 
Let L : J’n. + IFt be a Lagrangian function and A be its Euler-Lagrange distribution [18]. 
The Lagrangian function L is said to be semiregular if its Euler-Lagrange distribution A is weakly 
horizontal and its rank is locally constant on J1rr (see [21]). Since A is weakly horizontal if and 
only if A = Ker QL (see [21,22]), we deduce that L is semiregular if and only if the pair (QL, q) 
is locally a precosymplectic structure. In such a case, it can be proved that there exists a local 
vector field 6~ on J’rr such that ie,G!~ = 0 and it,q = 1 (see [6]). That is, there exists a local 
dynamics and there will not be secondary constraints. 
In general, if the pair (QL, q) defines a precosymplectic structure on J1rr, then the usual 
procedure consists in taking K = ker QL flker n, that defines an involutive distribution (the gauge 
distribution), and, then, we project the dynamics onto the quotient space J’n/K (see [28,15] for 
more details). 
Assuming that J1 17 + J' rr/ K is a fibration, that is, J’n/K is a differentiable manifold such 
that the canonical projection rr~ : J’ TC + J ‘n/ K is a surjective submersion, because isd, SAL = 0 
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we can distinguish three different types of Lagrangian functions: 
- l’ype I: ( QL, q) defines a cosymplectic structure. 
-Type II: dim V(K) = i dim K. 
- Type III: dim V(K) > i dim K. 
Here V(K) = K 17 Vnl,O and Vxl,o = Im&. To do the reduction of the evolution space, it 
is necessary to project the relevant structures. First of all, it is easy to show that fin and r] project 
onto the quotient manifold J1 n/ K. Moreover, if X is a vector field satisfying the intrinsic motion 
equations, it will project too. The projectability condition on & can be established as follows [ I]: 
Proposition 4.1. s& projects onto J’n/K if, and only ift Im(LZ&,) C K, for all 2 E K. 
The most interesting case occurs when L is a type II Lagrangian. In fact, only for type II 
Lagrangians will be possible, in some cases, to find a Lagrangian description of the projected 
dynamical system on the quotient space. 
For type II Lagrangians, we can state the following properties: 
1. L is type II Lagrangian if and only if &t(K) = V(K). 
2. If L is a type II Lagrangian, then there exists a projectable SODE F satisfying the intrinsic 
Euler-Lagrange equations, that is, irS2L = 0, irq = 1. 
Let X be a solution of the motion equations. Since isd, s-2~ = 0 then &t(X) = Y E V(K). 
Therefore there exists a vector field Z E K such that Y = s&(Z). Define I = X - Z. Then we 
have irS2L = iXRL - iZRL = 0, and irq = ixq - izq = ixq = 1. Moreover, 
S&(r) = S&(x) - s&(z) = Y - Y = 0. 
3. Let L be a degenerate Lagrangian such that &t is projectable under K. Then the projected 
tensor field F satisfies dimker F = dim Im fi + 1 and F* = 0 if and only if L is a type II 
Lagrangian. 
TheproofisquitesimilartotheproofofProposition2in[15].Ifm E J’n/K,$ E T,(J’n/K), 
then by definition of F, F,(i) = (?r~)~((&),(~)) for any y E n-‘{m}, for all t E T,,(J’n) 
such that (no)% = g. Thus, dimImF;,(T,(J’n/K)) = dim(n~)~((&,),(~,l(J’n))); 
and dim(nL)~((&,),(~~(J’7r))) = dimIm(&,), - dim(ker((rrl)i) fl ((&,),(~~(J’n)))) = 
dim(Vni*a) - dim V(K) = n - dim V(K). 
Finally,2n+l-dimK =dimker~+dimIm~=2n-2dimV(K)+1 =2n+l- 
2 dim V(K) and therefore dim V(K) = $ dim K. 
On the other hand, if dim V(K) = i dim K, because dim J ’ n/ K = dim ker F + dim Im F = 
2n+1-dimK,thendimIm~=n-dimV(K),anddimker~=2n+1-dimK-dimIm~= 
2n+1-dimK-n+dimV(K)=n+1-dimK+dimV(K)=n+1-dimV(K).Then 
dimker F = dimImF + 1. 
Remark 4.1. In [2 11, other Lagrangians which admit a global dynamics are studied. A Lagrangian 
function L : J’rr --+ R is said to be weakly regular if there exist r independent second order 
differential equations 61, . . . , &. which belong to the Euler-Lagrange distribution A and such that, 
if c is another second order differential equation that belongs to A, then 6 is a combination of 
e 1, . . . , (fr (the subdistribution spanned by <i, . . . , & is not completely integrable, in general). In 
this case, the motion of the whole system is not restricted to a submanifold of the phase space, but 
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the motion of a point is indeterministic (see [21 J). If the Lagrangian L is, moreover, semiregular, 
then it is called strongly semiregular. Even in this case, the subdistribution spanned by &, . . . , .$ 
is not necessarily completely integrable. 
4.2. The constraint algorithm 
We are now interested in arbitrary degenerate Lagrangians. 
Assume that L : J 1 71 + R is a degenerate Lagrangian and let be Pi = J1 it. Then we consider 
the space P2 where there exists a solution. That is, 
P2 = {n E PI 1 3X E T,(Pl) : ixG!~(x) = 0, ixv(x) = 1). 
If P2 is a submanifold of Jilt, then there will be a vector field X on P2 tangent o PI = J’n 
such that ix&lq = 0, ixglq = 1. 
But in general X will not be tangent o P2. We can consider therefore the space 
P3 = {x E PZ ] 3X E T,(P2) : ixQL(x) = 0, ixq(x) = 1). 
Assuming that P3 is a submanifold of P2, then there will be a vector field X in Ps tangent o 
P2 such that ixC2Llq = 0, ixqlq = 1. 
Again, X may not be tangent o Ps. Following this process, we obtain a sequence of constraint 
submanifolds 
. . . _,P,-P2-P,=J’n. 
We call P2 the secondary constraint submanifold, Ps the tertiary constraint submanifold, and, 
in general, Pl will be the l-ary constraint submanifold. 
We have three possibilities: 
i) There exists an integer k > 0 such that Pk = 0. This means that the equations are not 
consistent, that is, the dynamical equations have no solution. 
ii) There exists an integer k > 0 such that Pk # 0, but dim Pk = 0. In this case, there is no 
dynamics. Pk consists in isolated points, and the solution of the dynamical equations is X = 0. 
iii) There exists an integer k > 0 such that P k+l = Pk, and dim Pk > 0. In such a case, there 
exists a vector field X on P = Pk such that 
ix%Ip = 0, ix7jlp = 1. (8) 
In the third case, the submanifold P is called the final constraint submanifold. 
We notice that all the constraint submanifolds are supposed to be embedded. 
If we assume some weak regularity condition on the Lagrangian function L, such that 
Q2’, A q # 0, sz;+’ A rj = 0, s2;+2 = 0, (9) 
we can be more precise in order to characterize the constraint submanifolds. We have the following 
proposition [6]: 
Proposition 4.2. The equations ixs2L = 0, ixdt = 1, have a solution at a point x E J’n ifand 
only if rank fit(x) = 2r. 
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Therefore, we can characterize the secondary constraint submanifold P2 as 
P2 = {x E J’n 1 rank fiL(x) = 2r). 
Now, if we define the map bL : T(J’n) + T*(J’n) by 
bL(X) = ixfiL + (ix~)rl, 
it is possible to give the (I + l)-ary constraint submanifold in terms of this map [6], 
Notice that the problem of existence of a vector field satisfying the dynamical equations is 
strongly related to the fact that r] may not be in the rank of bL. 
Now, suppose that E = JR x Q and n is the canonical projection n = pr, : IR x Q --+ IR. 
In [21], 0. Krupkovti has developed a constraint algorithm for Hamilton equations. The solutions 
of the Hamilton equations are the integral sections of the Euler-Lagrange distribution A. Thus, 
the integration problem of these equations is solved if one finds all nowhere-vertical vector fields 
which along at least one-dimensional submanifolds of the phase space belong to A. Therefore, in 
[2 11, the author considers the space 
SC,) = {x E IR x T Q 1 A is weakly horizontal at x} 
In general, Scl) is not a submanifold of IR x T Q. 
If x E S(1) then she denotes by MCI, = Ui Mcl)i the union of all connected submanifolds M,l,i 
of SC,, of maximal dimensions, lying in a neighborhood U of x and passing through x. Next, for 
each i, she proceeds as follows: 
1. If A /I TMcl,i = A( is weakly horizontal on Mcl,i, then the problem is solved and MCI )i 
is called a final constraint submanifold at x. 
2. If A( is trivial or not weakly horizontal at x, then the manifold Mcl,i is excluded, and 
3. If A( is weakly horizontal at x but it is not weakly horizontal on Mcl,i, then the points 
where A( is not weakly horizontal are excluded and we obtain a new subspace S(2);. 
In the third case, we must to repeat he above process for the subspace S(2);. 
Consequently, for the point x, we have two possibilities: 
(i) There is no final constraint submanifold at x. 
(ii) There exists a bunch of final constraint submanifolds at x (see [21] for more details). 
On the other hand, we have 
Lemma 4.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is weakly horizontal at the point x. 
(ii) Ker QL is weakly horizontal at the point x. 
(iii) There exists a tangent vector t at x such that it fiL(x) = 0, icq(x) = 1. 
Therefore, from Lemma 4.1 and the above considerations, we deduce that the constraint algorithm 
developed by 0. Krupkova in [21] generalizes the algorithm developed in [5,6]. 
Finally, if we apply our algorithm to a Lagrangian function and we obtain a final constraint 
submanifold Pf, then on Pf there exists a vector field X which satisfies (8). But, in general, X 
will not be a second order differential equation (see Definition 5.1). Is it possible to find a second 
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order differential equation 6 on the final constraint submanifold Pf such that 5 satisfies (g)? We 
will study this problem in Section 5. 
4.3. The equivalence theorem 
We are going to investigate the duality between the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations 
by means of the Legendre transformation. rIIwo questions emerge in this context: 
1. When does there exist a Hamiltonian formulation of the dynamics? 
2. In the affirmative case, then when are both descriptions, the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
ones, equivalent? 
This notion of equivalence must be understood in the usual sense of Gotay and Nester 
[ll, 12,133. 
We have the diagram: 
Leg, 
4 
tii = Leg,(J’n) 
i 
* T*E 
k3 
where leg, is the restriction of leg, to its image Ml = leg, (J’n) and the same for ~1 : fi, + Ml. 
To answer these two questions, we need an additional condition on L. 
Definition 4.1. A Lagrangian function’ L is said to be an almost regular Lugrangian if: 
i) kr is a submanifold on T* E. 
ii) Leg, : J’n + k, is a submersion with connected fibers. 
iii) For all x E J’rr , the subset leg,’ (leg,(x)) of J’rr is connected. 
Remark 4.2. (i) We notice that Definition 4.1 generalizes the notion of autonomous (resp. non- 
autonomous) almost regular Lagrangian given in [ 11,12,13] (resp. [5,6]). 
(ii) A weakly regular Lagrangian L is almost regular [21]. The converse is not true. In fact, an 
almost regular Lagrangian does not admit a global dynamics, in general. 
Now we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.3. If L is an almost-regular Lagrangian function on J’n, then the following 
statements are true: 
i) For all x E J’rr , leg;’ (leg&)) = Leg;’ (Leg, (x)). 
ii) The mapping ~1 : Ml -+ Ml is one-to-one. 
iii) There exists a vnique differentiable structure on A41 such that ~1 : k, + Ml is a 
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difleomorphism. 
iv) MI is a submanifold of Vrr*. 
v) The mapping leg, : J’IT + A41 is a submersion with connectedfibers. 
Proof. i) It is clear that Leg,‘(Leg,(x)) E leg;’ (leg,(x)). Therefore, we must only prove the 
converse, i.e., legi’ (leg,(x)) C Legi’ (Leg,(x)). 
Since the fibers of Leg, : J’n + Ml are connected, then Leg,‘(Leg, (x)) is the leaf passing 
through x of the completely integrable distribution ker(Leg,),. 
On the other hand, rank Leg, is constant, in fact rank(Leg,) = dim 21. Therefore, since 
rank(leg,) = rankLeg,, then rank(leg,) is constant, so leg,’ (leg,(x)) is a closed, regular 
submanifold of J’n, whose tangent space at each point y is just ker(leg,)$. 
From ker(leg,), = ker(Leg,),, it follows that legt’(leg&)) is an integral submani- 
fold of ker(Leg,), through x. Using the connectivity of leg,‘(leg,(x)) we can deduce that 
leg,‘(leg,(x)) C LegL1(LegL(x)). 
ii) Firstly, we show that ~1 is onto: Let be xi E Ml. We consider a point x E J’n such that 
leg,(x) = xt.Ifwedenoteby_!ir = Leg,(x) E fir,thenp1(Xi) = pr(Leg,(x)) = leg,(x) = xi. 
~1 is injective: Let Xl, j& E fir be such that pt(Xr) = PI($). We take x, y E J’n ver- 
ifying Leg,(x) = Xl, Leg,(y) = j4. Then leg,(x) = p(Leg,(x)) = or = ,uI($) = 
pl (Leg,(y)) = leg,(y). But, from i), we have that Leg,(x) = Leg,(y), i.e., Xl = v,. 
iii) It is a direct consequence of ii). 
iv) Notice that i = p o j o pF1, so, i is differentiable. Let x1 E Mi and ui E T,,M, be 
such that i,Xl(v,) = 0. We consider x E J’n and TV E T,(J’n) such that Leg,(x) = hl(xl) 
and (Legl):(v) = (hl)zl(vl), where hl = p;’ (we notice that this is well-defined because 
Leg, : J ‘r -+ A?1 is a submersion). We have j o hl = h. 
Then, j, hl(“l)[(hl)“l(vl)] = (Leg,):(v), and therefore, 0 = i:‘(ul> = (leg,):(v). So u E 
ker(leg,): = ker(Lig$ *, that implies 0 = (Leg,):(v) = j,hlcxl)((hl)~‘(vl)). And because 
j*hl(xl) and (hl)zl are monomorphisms, we conclude that ui = 0, and i is an immersion. 
v) It is a direct consequence of the above results. 0 
Now, we notice that, if M, N are arbitrary differentiable manifolds, and F : M -+ N is a 
differentiable map between them, then, using the rank theorem for manifolds, F is of constant 
rank k if and only if for any x E M there exists an open neighborhood U c M with x E U such 
that: 
a) F(U) is an embedded submanifold in N with dim F(U) = k. 
b) F : U + F(U) is a submersion with connected fibers. 
We can apply this result to our particular case. Let n : E + IR be a surjective submersion 
and let L E C”( J ‘n) be a Lagrangian function. Then L is a locally almost regular Lagrangian 
function if and only if the matrix W, is of constant rank, where W, is the matrix given by 
(~~‘L/~qff~q~), for a coordinate system (t, qn, qp) on J’ls. 
As we have shown before, if L is an almost regular Lagrangian, then 441 = leg, (J’ n) is a 
submanifold of Vn*, and the mapping leg 1 : J’n + Ml is a submersion with connected fibers. 
In general, the converse is true only at local level, that is, if Mr = leg,(J’rr) is a submanifold 
of Vrr* such that leg, : J’n + 441 is a submersion with connected fibers, then L is a locally 
almost regular Lagrangian function. 
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In what follows, we will assume that n : E + JR is a surjective submersion and L E Coo(J’n) 
is an almost regular Lagrangian. 
From Proposition 4.3, ~1 : kl + A41 is a diffeomorphism, so we can define a map hi = 
CL1 -’ : Ml -+ ii?,. Then, we can consider the 2-form S&, and the l-form r,rl on Mt given by 
nh, = h;fj*(wE)>, ql = h;(j*(tl)). (10) 
We have the following relations: 
1. fin = Leg;(j*(wE)). 
2. rl = Leg;(j*(?t)). 
3. 52~ = leg;(&,). 
4. rl = legT(rli). 
The study of the dynamics in the Lagrangian picture consists in solving, where it would be 
possible, the equations 
ixS2L = 0, ixrj = 1, 
and its Hamiltonian counterpart consists in solving the Hamilton equations 
(11) 
iY&,, = 0, iyq1 = 1. (12) 
We can now apply the constraint algorithm on both sides, and we define the secondary constraint 
submanifolds: 
P2 = {x E P1 = J’JC ( 3X E T, PI such that i,&&(x) = 0, ix&x) = l}, (13) 
M2 = {y E Ml 1 3Y E TyMl such that ir!&,(y) = 0, iyr,q(y) = 1). (14) 
Using that leg, : PI + Ml is a submersion, leg; C& = QL and leg; ~1 = n, we obtain that 
leg, (P2) = M2. In fact, the fiber of the submersion leg, through every point x E P2 is completely 
contained in P2, that is, for all x E P2, leg;‘(leg, (x)) C P2. 
We will denote the induced mapping by leg, from P2 to M2 by leg, : P2 + M2. 
Proposition 4.4. leg, : P2 + M2 is a submersion. 
Proof. In fact, for any y E M2, since leg, : P1 -+ MI is a submersion, then there exists an open 
neighborhood Ut c Ml with y E Ui, and a differentiable mapping st : U1 + P1, such that 
leglost=id~,.WetakeU2=UtnM2,ands2=sil~z : U2 + PI is a differentiable mapping. 
If y’ E U2, then there exists x’ E P2 such that leg, (x’) = y’, so legi(sz(y’)) = leg,(st (y’)) = 
y’ = legt(x’). Therefore, so E leg;‘(leg,(x’)) G P2. That is, s2 : U2 -+ PI takes values in 
P2, and because P2 is supposed to be an embedded submanifold of P1, then s2 : U2 + P2 is also 
a differentiable mapping. Moreover, leg, os2 = idu,. 
Therefore, s2 : U2 -+ P2 is a local section of leg, : P2 + M2 in y E M2, and then 
leg, : P2 + M2 is a submersion. 0 
By a similar procedure we can prove that leg, (P3) = M3, where 
M3 = {y E M2 1 3Y E TyM2 such that iY&, (y) = 0, iyql(y) = 1). (15) 
Again we obtain an induced mapping leg, : P3 + MJ from leg,, which is a submersion. 
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In general, we will construct submersions leg, : Pl + MI such that the diagrams 
are commutative. 
By applying the algorithm on the both sides, we obtain: 
PI = J’n leg? leg,(Jln) = Ml 1 Vn* 
f iI t A 
leg2 
P2 - M2 
t i2 t j2 
leg3 
P3 - M3 
t i3 t h 
t ik-2 f jk-2 
leg,-, 
pk-l - h-1 
t h-1 f h-1 
leg, 
Pk -+ d4, 
Finally, if we obtain a final constraint submanifold Pk in the Lagrangian side, we have a final 
constraint submanifold Mk in the Hamiltonian counterpart. Moreover, if X is a vector field on Pk 
such that ixfi~ 1 ,D~ = 0, ixrjlp, = 1, and X is leg,-projectable onto a vector field Y = (leg,)*(X) 
on Mk, then iyS&,liu~ = 0, iyr),jMk = 1. 
Conversely, if Y is a vector field on Mk such that i~&, 1~~ = 0, iyq,I~~ = 1, then for any 
X E ((leg,),)--‘(Y) the equations (ixfi~ = 0, ixq = l)lp, are satisfied. 
Therefore, if L is an almost regular Lagrangian function, then: 
a) There exists a Hamiltonian formulation of the dynamics. 
b) The two formulations, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian ones, are equivalent. 
Remark 4.3. Regularity means the equivalence between Hamilton and Euler-Lagrange equa- 
tions. In our case, the integral curves of X are not, in general, the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations, since they are not jet prolongations. In the next section, we will prove that we can find 
a submanifold S of Pf and a SODE on S (see Definition 5.1) which satisfies the intrinsic motion 
equations and, hence, the Euler-Lagrange equations. Thus, we obtain a true equivalence between 
both formulations at the dynamical evel, not only at a geometrical level. 
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5. The second order differential equation problem 
First of all, we introduce the following definition 
Definition 5.1. Let JC : E + IR be a surjective submersion, P an embedded submanifold of J1 n 
and i : P + J 1 TC the corresponding embedding. A vector field 6 : P + TJ lx along the map i 
is said to be a second order differential equation (SODE) if (icr] = 1, S& = 0) Jp. 
We remark that the above definition generalizes the definition of second order differential 
equation given in Section 2. 
After applying the constraint algorithm to an almost regular Lagrangian L to obtain a final 
constraint submanifold Pf = Pk, it remains the problem to find a SODE solution. In fact, a vector 
field X such that (ix!2r, = 0, ixq = l)lp,, will not be in general a SODE on Pf and thus the 
integral curves of X will not satisfy in general the Euler-Lagrange equations. 
The idea consists in to construct a submanifold S in Pf where there exists a unique vector field 
6 such that c is a SODE on S and (icS2L = O)[S. 
For this purpose, in what follows, we shall suppose that L is an almost regular Lagrangian, 
Pf = Pk is the final constraint submanifold, i : Pf + J1n is the corresponding embedding, X 
is a vector field on Pr which is a solution of the intrinsic motion equations and leg,, = leg, : 
Pf + Mf is the corresponding submersion, with Mf = Mk and legpf = leg, 1 p, . 
From the results of Section 4, we know that we can choose the vector field X such that it 
projects via leg,, onto a vector field X on Mf. We also have seen in Section 4 that, for all 
p E Pf, leg,’ (leg,(p)) C Pf. Therefore, the fibers of the submersion leg,, are the fibers 
of the submersion leg, : J’rr + Ml = leg,.(J’n) at the points in Pf. This implies that 
the distribution ker(leg,), restricts to the submanifold Pf . In fact, from the connectivity of the 
fibers of the submersion leg,, we deduce that Mf can be identified with the quotient space 
Pf/(ker(leg&+)p, in such a way that the mapping leg,, : Pf + Mf can be identified with the 
projection {p, : Pf + Pf/(ker(leg&p,. 
We will denote by X the fiber of the submersion leg,, over a point x E Pf, that is, X = 
leg;‘(legl(x)). 
Proposition 5.1. 1. The vectorJeld &,X along the map i is tangent to Pf. Moreover, SdrX is a 
vertical vectorfleld with respect to the submersion leg,,. 
2. Ifx is a point of Pf and (t, q”, qp) are canonical coordinates in J’TC around x such that 
x has coordinates (to, qt, (qp)o) and 
x=~+qaa++a~+), 
a 1 
then the functions aa are constant on 2 and the curve u : Ii% + J ‘7t on 1’ R defined in the 
coordinates (t, q”, qp) by 
s + a(s) = (to, qt, au(x) + e+((q;Y)0 - a”(x))) (16) 
is the integral curve of the vector $eld &,X with initial condition ~(0) = x. In particular, 
a(R) 2 2. 
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Proof. Let x be a point of Pf and (t, @, @) fibered coordinates on J’rr around x. 
Suppose that x has coordinates (to, @, (qi%) and 
X=i+C(a”$+ap$). 
a 1 
Then, 
&,X = CW-qY)+ 
(Y 1 
and 
(leg,):[(&X)(x)l = @a”(x) - M)o)$ 
a 
B a 1 I) I x aP, leg,(x) ’
where (t, q”, p,) are the corresponding coordinates on J’n* around leg,(x). 
On the other hand, for all p, 0 = [ia,a,pl,Q~(x)](X(x)) if and only if Ca(au (x) -- 
(q;Y)o) i3*L/aq;laqf IX = 0. Therefore, 
@%L):[(SdtX)(x)l = 0. 
Thus, the vector (S&X)(x) is tangent o the fiber 2. This proves 1. 
Next, we are going to prove 2. If x’ belongs to the domain of the coordinate neighborhood of 
coordinates (t, qU, qff), then 
Consequently, if x’ E .? then, since X is leg,,-projectable, we have that (leg,)z(X(x)) = 
(legL)f (X (x’)), which implies that a’ (x) = aa (x’). 
Now, let 2 be the vector field defined by 
2 = C(a”(x) - 4;)+ -
a 1 
(17) 
Then, from (16) and (17), we deduce that u is the integral curve of 2 with initial condition 
a(0) = x. 
Finally, since 21, = (&rX) Ii is tangent o the fiber 3 and X is a closed submanifold, we obtain 
that a(R) E 2 and that 0 is the integral curve of S&X that satisfies a(O) = x. 0 
Next, using Proposition 5.1, we have 
Proposition 5.2. There exists a unique point wx(X) in each fiber i of the submersion leg,, : 
Pf + Mf on which X satisfies the SODE condition, that is, 
@drX)wx(f) = 0. 
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Proof. Let x be a point of X. Then, [n*(dt)l,,o(,,[(nl,~):(Xx)l = dt,,(,,[(nr):(X,)l = 
[~;(dt)]~(X,) = Q-(X,) = 1. Thus, the tangent vector to E, (nl,o):(Xx) belongs to l(J’n). 
Suppose (nr.a)z(Xx) = ~(wx(X)), with wx(_Z) E J’n. 
Since each fiber of the submersion leg, : J’n + Ml = leg, (J’lr) is contained in the 
corresponding fiber of the submersion r,c : J’n + E, we deduce that there exists a surjective 
submersion p : Ml + E such that the following diagram is commutative 
Therefore, if x’ E 2 then (rrr,o>~‘(X,~) = p~sl(X’)((leg,):‘(X,,)) = &gl(X)(Xregl(x~)) = 
/$slWkg,(x)) = P* lesl(x)((leg,)X(X,)) = (nr,e):(Xn) = ~(wx(X)). This implies that the point * 
wx(X) does not depend on the choice of x E 2. 
Now, let (t, @, &) be fibered coordinates in J’n around x such that x has coordinates 
00, c$, (~;Y)o) and 
x = ; + qua+ uy$). 
(Y 1 
Then, 
a 
(n.l.o):&) = - at 
. 
m.o(x) m.o(x) 
Consequently, the point wx (2) has coordinates (to, qt , ua (x)). 
On the other hand, if o : JR + i’, s H a(s) is the integral curve of the vector field &X with 
initial condition a(O) = x then, from (16), we obtain that the limit point when s + +CXI is just 
wx(X). Thus, using that X is a closed submanifold, we conclude that wx(E) E X. 
Moreover, using Proposition 5.1, we deduce 
tsdtx> wx(i) = ~@“twxG)) - a.0)~/ = 0. 
(I WXG) 
Finally, let x’ E X be such that (&X)(X’) = 0. Because rrr,a(x) = rrt,e(x’) we have that x’ 
belongs to the domain of the coordinate neighborhood with fibered coordinates (t, qU, qfy) and 
we can suppose that x’ has coordinates (to, q:, qp (x’)). Then, from Proposition 5.1, we deduce 
The above equation implies that qT(x’) = a”(x), for all cz, i. e., x’ = wx(X). Cl 
Definition 5.2. Let X, Y E X(P,) be two arbitrary solutions of the intrinsic motion equations, 
i.e., 
iX%IP, = 0, I’XVIP, = 1, iY%Ip, = 0, irfllp, = 1. (18) 
We say that X and Y are equivalent if&X = s&Y. 
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If X and Y are two equivalent solutions, then, for all x E Pf , we have (ni&(Xx) = 
(nl,a)Z(Yx). Therefore, if X, Y are leg,,-projectable, we obtain that wx(X) = WY(X). Con- 
sequently, wx depends only on the equivalence class of X. In what follows, we put wtxl = WX. 
Proposition 5.3. Let Scxj be the subset of the submunifold Pf dejined by 
S[X] = bJ[X]G:) I x E Pfl. 
Then S~XI is an embedded submanifold of Pf. 
Proof. We have obtained a global section of the fibration leg,, : Pf + Mf whose image is, 
just, Slxl. Denote the section by jtxl : Mf + Pf. 
We only need to prove that jlxl is differentiable. In other words, we can choose the points 
ul~xl(X) in a smooth way. But, since leg,, is a submersion, it admits local sections passing 
through each point. Let s be a smooth local section s : fi + Pf of leg,, defined on some open 
set fi of Mf. Then, we have jtxlle = (ni,u)* o X o s. Thus, using that Pf is an embedded 
submanifold of T E, we deduce that the map jtxllc : c + Pf is smooth. 
Consequently, jtx] is a smooth map. 0 
It is obvious that, on &xl, the vector field X satisfies the SODE condition and 
But X will not be in general tangent o Stx] at the points of Slxl. We solve this problem by 
defining the vector field < given by e = (j&,(X). 
Then, we have 
Theorem 5.1. 1. There exists a unique vectorjeld lj = (j,&,(x) tangent o s[x] which is a 
SODE and 
i$wSIX, = 0. (19) 
2. The integral sections of e satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations. 
Proof. First of all, it is clear that e is a vector field tangent o Stxj. Moreover, (legP,>*(e) = X 
(because legpf ojtxl = idMu,). Then, using the equivalence theorem, it follows that icC?L Is,~, = 0, 
iph,x, = 1. 
On the other hand, ((leg,,),(X - ~)>ls,,, = 0, so XIS,~] - ij E (ker(leg,,),)ls,,,, that implies 
X1$,, - e E (U~l,O>>lS,,,. Therefore, G%(X) - &(~))Is,,, = 0 and, since C%(W)IS~~, = 0: 
then (&(~))Is,~~ = 0. 
It remains to prove the uniqueness of c. Let {’ be a vector field on Stxl which is a SODE and 
such that (i,tR, = O)ls,,,. 
Then 6 - 6’ E (ker WlsIxl. Also, using that < and 4’ are SODE, we deduce e - {’ E 
(U%.o))ls[x,. Consequently, 6 - c’ E (ker(leg&lsrx, = W-(legp,L)Is,x,. But leg,, IQ, : 
ScxI + Mf is a diffeomorphism, so 6 - 6’ = 0, i.e., e = {‘. This proves 1. 
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Next, we are going to prove 2. Let x be a point of Stxl and (t, q”, qp) fibered coordinates on 
J’n around x. Since t is a SODE we have that 
Thus, from (19) and (20), we obtain 
a2L a2L a2L aL 
agat +d- a8aqB 
+gp-- 
aqpaqr a4a 
= 0, 
4x1 
foralla! E (1, ..,,n}. 
Now, if CJ is an integral curve of 4 which is given in the coordinates (t , q”, qp) by 
s + a(s) = (t(s), q%), q;(s)) 1 
then, using (20), we deduce that 
(21) 
t(s) = s + constant, 4%) = XV dq” Sp(t(s),qU(s), $J = 5, (22) 
Finally, from (21) and (22), we conclude that 
a2L dqs a2L _+-- 
a&at ds aqpa@ 
or, equivalently, 
d2qp a2L aL 
+ -p--=0 Va!=l,...,n, 
ds2 aq;laq/ a4ff 
-- 1 va = l,...,n, 
which are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the Lagrangian L. 0 
6. Affine Lagrangians on the velocities 
In this section, we apply the results obtained in the precedent sections to the particular case 
of affine Lagrangians on the velocities. Other examples, in the trivial case E = IR x Q and 
TC = pr, : I[$ x Q + IK, were studied in [6] in order to check the effectiveness of our algorithm. 
Let rr : E + W be a sutjective submersion and y a l-form on E. Then y induces a function 
p : J17t + IR as follows: 
PC&$) = Y$J(r0)(4Gto)). 
If we take fibered coordinates (t, qa, qfy) such that y = A(t, qp)dt + C, A,(t, qp)dq”, then 
P(t, qa, 4:) = A@, 4‘7 + c A& q”)qf3 
B 
or, in other words, L = p is an affine Lagrangian on the velocities. 
A direct computation shows that 0~ = (~i,a)*y and, hence CZL = -df& = (rri,a)*(-dy).We 
also obtain Leg, = y o n i,u. Hence it?, is an embedded submanifold of T* E of dimension IZ + 1 
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which is diffeomorphic to E. The mapping Leg, : J’rr --f A?1 = y(E) may be viewed as the 
composition 
n10 
J1r + E Y\ Imy = fit. 
Since y : E -+ y(E) is a diffeomorphism and ni,a is a surjective submersion we deduce that 
Leg, : J’n + A%, is a surjective submersion. 
For a point x E J’n we have LegL1(LegL(x)) = n,~~(nt,a(x)). Hence the fibers of Leg, 
are all connected. Now, since Legil(LegL(x)) E legt’(leg&)) C nt~~(nt,o(x)) we obtain 
leg,* (leg,(x)) = Leg,‘(Leg,(x)) = rri;~(ni,o(x)) and, hence the fibers of leg, are also all 
connected. Therefore the affine Lagrangian L is almost regular. Thus, Mi = leg, (J’n) is an 
embedded submanifold of Vn* and the mapping leg, : J1r + Ml is a surjective submersion 
with connected fibers. 
Since the following diagram: 
is commutative and the mappings y : E + &f, and ,x1 : A?, + Ml are diffeomorphisms 
satisfying (~1 o y)*!&, = -dy, (111 o y)*qt = n*(dt), then we deduce that the manifold Mi 
may be identified with E in such a way that: 
(i) The mapping leg, : J’rr + Ml is identified with the mapping xi,0 : J1r + E; 
(ii) The 2-form C& and the l-form ~1 on Mi are identified with the 2-form -dy and the l-form 
rr * (dt) on E, respectively. 
Taking into account these identifications, the equivalence theorem may be reinterpreted by 
means of the following diagram: 
Xl ,O 
J’R c E 
I 
(Jxoh = (nl,ob* 
t 
p2 c M2 
t (nob = ho)q T 
pk + Mk 
The equations giving the constraint submanifolds on the left hand are ixS2L = 0, ixq = I, 
and, on the right hand, are ir dy = 0, iy n*(d) = 1. 
To solve the second order differential equation problem we first suppose that Pf is the final 
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constraint submanifold and X is a vector field on Pf such that (ixQ~ = 0, ixq = 1) 1~~. 
From the equivalence theorem we can choose X such that it is nl,o-projectable onto a vector 
field 2 on Mf. Hence SLXI = Im 2. In fact, the mapping jcx] : Mf + Pf is just the vector 
field J?, namely jLxl = 2. Let 6 be the unique vector field on S_rxl such that (icC2L = 0, 
i[‘I = ~)[S,X~~ @dt(6) = o)bcxl. Then we have 6 = (j&,(x) = (X),(x), which implies that 
< = (XC)ISIXl = (xc)I1,g, where _%’ denotes the complete lift of x to T E. 
Summing up the above discussion we have proved the following: 
Proposition 6.1. (i) Let X be a solution on Pf and suppose that X is xl,-,-projectable onto a 
vectorfield x on Mf. Then SIXI = Imx and 4 = (xC)II,a is the unique vectorjield on Im % 
such that 
i~Q2LIlmg = 0, idlmx = 1, @d&)&X = 0. 
(ii) If (T is an integral section of 2, then the curve j *C in Im 2 satisfies the Euler-Lagrange 
equations. 
As a particular case, assume that 12 is even, say n = 2m and (dy, n*(dt)) is a cosymplectic 
structure on E. Let 5 be the Reeb vector field defined by the cosymplectic structure. Then every 
vector field X on J1n which projects onto 6 is a solution of the motion equations and, conversely, 
if X is a solution of the motion equations it is nl,o-projectable onto g. Thus, L admits a global 
dynamics and we deduce P2 = PI = .I1 IT, or, in other words, there are no secondary constraints. 
From Proposition 6.1 we obtain Srxl = Img, 5 = (8)’ Irmg. Notice that the submanifold 
SLXI does not depend on the choice of the vector field X. Moreover, we can prove that, if S is a 
submanifoldo_f J’?r and{‘isavectorfieldonSsuch that (ittCZL = O,ic!q = l)ls, (&(e’) = O)ls, 
then S c Irnc and 4’ = (ic)ls. 
7. Conclusions 
We have developed a constraint algorithm for degenerate non-autonomous Lagrangians by 
using the jet formalism, that is, the Lagrangian L is defined on the l-jet manifold of local sections 
of a fibered manifold n : E + Iw, say L : J’n + R. Our algorithm extends the one of Gotay and 
Nester for autonomous Lagrangians, i.e., when E = Iw x Q and L : T Q + II& If the Lagrangian 
is almost regular, we have proved that there exists an equivalent Hamiltonian formalism and we 
have solved the second order differential equation problem. The results obtained in this paper 
allow us to study degenerate Lagrangian field theories (see [41]). This problem is studied in 
several papers [25,26,27]. 
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